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Savannah State University
Student Success Requirements

Savannah State Achieve Atlanta Scholars will:

- maintain full-time enrollment;
- complete all Achieve Atlanta Scholarship update and renewal applications including submitting required documents and completing Achieve Atlanta surveys;
- meet Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) requirements;
- complete the FAFSA and the Savannah State data release authorization (FERPA waiver) every year;
- meet regularly with designated college advisors and coaches including checking in within the first 30 days of the beginning of class each term;
- update student contact information with Achieve Atlanta as necessary and/or requested;
- attend mandatory CSS Tiger Academy Workshops;
- visit the Office of Mentoring to complete an application, and be paired with a peer-mentor and/or faculty-mentor;
- attend monthly leadership/S.T.R.I.P.E.S. events; and
- complete a post-secondary degree.